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About Us.
For over a decade, Carter and Lewis have been at
the cutting-edge of mattress technology, offering
customers the perfect combination of the utmost in
comfort and sophistication. Better yet, at the highest
levels, the company draws on expertise developed
over almost half a century, with a focus on making the
perfect sleeping experience affordable to everyone.
Carter and Lewis only work with the best craftsmanship,
rooted in the highest standards of quality, as well as
source their products from manufacturers who are
committed to sustainability.
This means that, when you make a purchase from
Carter and Lewis, you are guaranteed the best, in terms
of quality and the environment.
So, buy from us, and sleep with confidence!
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Lay-Cell

When we were asked to name our most

comfortable mattress, Lay-Cell was a no-brainer. With 2,000 pockets,
you can be sure of sleeping at the right temperature, with enviable
breathability. It also offers the best in spinal support as well as relief
for those pressure points as you move during the night, meaning you
will wake up refreshed, without feeling stiff or in pain. With natural
fillings, this mattress is also hypoallergenic.

Key Features:
- 2000 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Hypo Allergenic
- Gravity Cell
- Air Flow System
- Spinal Support
- Pressure Relief
- Edge to Edge Support
- Natural Fillings
- Mohair, Lamb’s Wool, Cashmere, Silk,
Horse Hair
- Wool & Cotton

CARTER & LEWIS
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Sleep Adaptive

As the name suggests, this

is the perfect mattress for those with unusual sleeping habits. If you
regular move positions in bed, this is the mattress for you. Thanks
to its 2,000 pockets and air flow system, you will be guaranteed a
perfect night’s sleep. It also offers the support your spine is looking for,
as well as relieving any troublesome pressure points. The mattress is
also antibacterial and comes with natural fillings.

Key Features:
- 2000 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Anti-Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Multi Support
- Gravity Cell
- Pressure Relief
- Edge to Edge Support
-Natural fillings
- Mohair, Lamb’s Wool, Cashmere,
Silk, Horse Hair
- Wool & Cotton
- Hand Tufted

CARTER & LEWIS
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Honeycare

There is so much to love about this

CARTER & LEWIS

mattress. Not only does it boast antibacterial qualities and exceptional breathability, it is also designed to offer the best possible
support to sleepers, especially those looking for pressure or edge to

Key Features:

edge support. With natural fillings, it is also hypoallergenic. Being
a non-turn mattress, it is ideal for those with limited mobility.
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- 2000 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Hypo Allergenic
- Anti - Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Multi Support
- Pressure Relief
- Edge to Edge Support
- Natural Fillings
- Mohair, Lamb’s Wool,
Cashmere, Silk, Horse Hair
- Wool & Cotton
- Hand Tufted
- Wool Tufts
- Non Turn
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Ice Cool

If you find yourself kicking off your

CARTER & LEWIS

mattress during the night, feeling too hot, then this is the mattress
for you. With natural fillings and an ice cool fabric, you can relax
knowing your body will always be at the perfect temperature. In

Key Features:

addition, you can enjoy optimum support as well as antibacterial
reassurance.
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- 2000 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Anti - Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Multi Support
- Gravity Cell
- Pressure Relief
- Edge to Edge Support
- Natural Fillings
- Mohair, Lamb’s Wool, Cashmere,
Silk, Horse Hair
- Wool & Cotton
- Non Turn
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Natural Comfort

We’ve all seen the

movies where a bundle of hay offers the perfect place to sleep. Well,

CARTER & LEWIS

this is the mattress equivalent. With multiple foam encapsulated
pockets, sleepers can expect a hypoallergenic and antibacterial properties, alongside an air flow system, which will keep their body at

Key Features:

the perfect temperature at all times. The mattress also provides the
ultimate in support for those looking for pressure relief throughout
the night.
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- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Hypo Allergenic
- Anti - Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Multi Support
- Pressure Relief
- Edge to Edge Support
- Natural Fillings
- Wool & Cotton
- Hand Tufted
- Wool Tufts
- Non Turn
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Diamond

As you would expect from the name, this

mattress is about the best you can expect. With 1,500 pockets, you will
definitely enjoy the most personalised sleeping experience, with an air
flow system that will regulate your body temperature. Along with the
ideal support for your spine and other pressure points. You can expect
this mattress to shape to the countours of your body, hugging you into a
state of perfect slumber.

Key Features:
- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Gravity Cell
- Anti - Bacterial
- Pressure Relief
- Air Flow System
- Multi Support
- Natural Fillings
- Wool & Cotton
- Non Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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Cashmere

Cashmere is associated with

CARTER & LEWIS

quality. So, you can expect the same with this fantastic mattress.
Handtufted with 1,500 pockets, hypoallergenic and antibacterial
properties, and a state-of-the-art air flow system, sleeping with

Key Features:

confidence is assured. It also offers amazing support and comfort
whatever the season.
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- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Gravity Cell
- Hypo Allergenic
- Anti - Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Multi Support
- Edge to Edge Support
- Natural Fillings
- Wool & Cotton
- Hand Tufted
- Non Turn
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Savoy

Throughout history, Savoy has been associated with

total quality. So, expect no less from this mattress. With antibacterial and
hypoallergenic properties, this stunning mattress comes with an impressive
air flow system, which regulates the body during sleep, as well as pressure
relief, making sure you will wake up energised. It is also made from natural
filling, while its no-turn design means it doesn’t need turning throughout
the year. Simply put, this mattress defies gravity!

Key Features:
- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Gravity Cell
- Anti - Bacterial
- Hypo Allergenic
- Air Flow System
- Pressure Relief
- Edge to Edge Support
- Natural Fillings
- Wool & Cotton
- Non Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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HyCare Comfort

This mattress is all

about comfort, thanks to its 1,500 pockets encapsulated in memory
foam. You should expect the utmost in support, moulding to the
contours of your body, along with an air flow system to keep you at
the right temperature throughout the night.

Key Features:
- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Anti Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Pressure Relief
- Memory Foam
- Wool & Cotton
- Multi Support
- Non Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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Gravity Cell

CARTER & LEWIS
If you’re looking for a non-

turn mattress with all-round support and natural fillings, then
this is the mattress for you. It has all the antibacterial features

Key Features:

you are looking, along with the pressure relief that will make
sure you wake up refreshed. It also has a state-of-the-art air flow
system to keep your body at the right temperature while sleeping
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- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Gravity Cell
- Anti - Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Pressure Relief
- Multi Support
- Natural Fillings
- Wool & Cotton
- Non Turn
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Reeves

Remember your childhood when you felt snug sleeping

over at your best friend’s house? Well, this is the mattress for you! With
1,500 pockets encapsulated in foam, you can expect the utmost in support.
The memory foam design will also offer pressure relief offering you complete
comfort night after night.

Key Features:
- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Anti - Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Pressure Relief
- Memory Foam
- Wool & Cotton
- Multi Support
- Non Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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Clayton

We created this mattress simply because

we wanted the utmost in comfort to be affordable to everyone. It
will hug the contours of your body, while offering pressure relief and
antibacterial properties.

Key Features:
- 1500 Pockets
- Foam Encapsulated
- Anti Bacterial
- Air Flow System
- Pressure Relief
- Memory Foam
- Wool & Cotton
- Multi Support
- Non Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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Percy

This orthopaedic sprung design combines

CARTER & LEWIS

antibacterial properties as well as pressure relief, so that your
spine will be perfectly supported, while the memory foam will
shape to the contours of your body for a perfect night's sleep.

Key Features:
- Orthopaedic Bonnel Spring
- Foam Encapsulated
- Anti - Bacterial
- Pressure Relief
- Memory Foam
- Edge to Edge Support
- Wool & Cotton
- Non Turn
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Sleep Master

This is not called the Sleep

Master for nothing. Purchase this, and you will enjoy all the benefits of
pocket technology. This means your sleeping experience will not only be
personalised, your body temperature will be perfectly regulated, whatever
the season. It also comes with all the antibacterial properties you are
looking for, as well as the support you need throughout the night.

Key Features:
- 1000 Pockets
- Anti - Bacterial
- Dual Sided
(Summer & Winter)
- Hand Tufted
- Multi Support

CARTER & LEWIS
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HyCare Ortho

CARTER & LEWIS

As the name suggests, this is sprung mattress perfect for those looking
for orthopaedic support. With a flow system to keep your body at
the right temperature while sleeping, as well as pressure relief, so
that you won’t wake up feeling stiff or numb in the morning.

Key Features:
- Orthopaedic Bonnel Spring
- Gravity Cell
- Air Flow System
- Anti-Bacterial
- Pressure Relief
- Hand Tufted
- No Turn
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Ernest

This is the mattress you remember when

CARTER & LEWIS

staying at your favourite uncle’s house. With 1,000 pockets, you
can expect complete comfort and pressure relief. It will also shape
to the contours of your body, guaranteeing you a perfect night’s

Key Features:

sleep.
- 1000 Pockets
- Air Flow System
- Anti - Bacterial
- Dual Sided (Summer & Winter)
- Hand Tufted
- Multi Support
-Memory Foam
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Memory Plus

Our Memory plus Mattress

has the perfect combination of memory foam and antibacterial prop-

CARTER & LEWIS

erties, as well as the best in comfort and pressure relief.

Key Features:
- Orthopaedic Bonnel Spring
- Memory Foam
- Anti-Bacterial
- Off cut Reflex Foam
- Pressure Relief
- Hand Tufted
- Non Turn
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Memory Collection

Have you ever

wondered what it would feel like to sleep on a mattress exclusively
designed for you? Well, our Orthopaedic Bonnell Spring range is for
you! With a combination of memory foam and antibacterial properties,
as well as the best in pressure relief, Carter and Lewis have the mattress
you are looking for.

Key Features:
- Orthopaedic Bonnel Spring
- Memory Foam
- Anti-Bacterial
- Off cut Reflex Foam
- Pressure Relief
- Hand Tufted
- Non Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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Forrest

This mattress provides excellent orthopaedic

support due to its firmness. Open coil models give good support
making them ideal for kids and bunk beds.

Key Features:
- Open Coil Springs
- Polyester
-Semi Ortho
- Duel Sided
- Hand Tufted

CARTER & LEWIS
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Rock 25cm

CARTER & LEWIS
If firm support is what you

are looking for, then this mattress is for you. As the name
suggests, you can expect exceptionally hard support, along with
antibacterial properties. It is also ideal for all seasons.

Key Features:
- Health Warning
- Very Hard Mattress
- Anti - bacterial
- High Density Reflex Foam
- Duel Sided (Summer & Winter)
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Memory Plus Pocket

This has all

the benefits of a memory foam mattress along with the technology of
pocket springs, which reacts separately to pressure applied, supporting
body weight individually. This helps to reduce the feeling of rolling
into your partner and so promotes a more restful night's sleep.

Key Features:
- 1000 Pockets
- Memory Foam
- Pressure Relief
- Reflex Foam
- Hand Tufted
- Non Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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Memory Plus Ortho

CARTER & LEWIS

If you are looking for the most personalised sleeping experience, then
this is the mattress for you. Drawing on memory and reflex foam
technology, you can expect this mattress to shape to the counters of
your body, hugging you into a state of perfect slumber.
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Key Features:
- Orthopaedic Bonnel Spring
- Memory Foam
- Pressure Relief
- Reflex Foam
- Hand Tufted
- Non Turn
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Gravity Plus

This mattress is the ultimate when

it comes to all-round support and natural fillings. Its non-turn design, at
the same time, it offers an unparalleled level of pressure relief that will
not only wake you up refreshed but also energise you for the day ahead.

Key Features:
- Orthopaedic Bonnel Spring
- Gravity Cell
- Air Flow System
- Anti-Bacterial
- Pressure Relief
- Hand Tufted
- No Turn

CARTER & LEWIS
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Made in the UK

Holme St Liversedge
West Yorkshire
WF15 6JB

info@carterlewis.co.uk
01274 865025
www.carterlewis.co.uk
All Photos are Porperty of Carter &
Lewis and should not be used by any
third party
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